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  Florentine Arched Valance           9302
53” to 76” wide
(Measuring straight across half circle at widest place)

This simple but elegant valance is made of two separate sections.  There is an underlay that is attached behind the
valance where the two sections meet.  There are six valance patterns and six overlay patterns.  You will only need
to use one of each, the ones that have your size on it.  The sizes are: 53” to 56”, 57” to 60”, 61” to 64”, 65” to 68”,
69”to 72”, and 73” to 76”.  Some of the valance sizes will have more slack than others.  Example: The largest size
in each group will have a flat fit.  As the sizes get smaller in each group, there will be slightly more slack.
ALTERATION INSTRUCTIONS ARE NOT INCLUDED.

The valance has no returns.  For installation 5 holdbacks are needed.  The valance will tie (or use an elastic loop)
to the holdbacks.  Instructions are included for a microcord stitched into the outside seam.  Braid or gimp is
optional to apply near the outside edge.

Fabric Suggestions:   Light, medium, or heavy fabrics can be used.  With light fabrics, use an interlining.  Works
well with stripes and plaids.  The valance and underlay can have a drapery lining.

YARDAGE

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual pattern sizes so you
can determine how they will fit on the fabric.

Valance can be cut upright or lengthwise.  When cutting lengthwise, the width of the pattern will run with the
salvage.

Valance
53” to 56” windows .............. the pattern is ............... 30”wide  x 30” deep ................ (2 are needed)
57” to 60” windows .............. the pattern is ............... 32” wide x 32” deep ................  (2 are needed)
61” to 64” window ............... the pattern is ............... 34” wide x 34” deep ................  (2 are needed)
65” to 68” windows .............. the pattern is ............... 36” wide x 36” deep ................  (2 are needed)
69” to 72” windows .............. the pattern is ............... 38” wide x 38” deep ................  (2 are needed)
73” to 76” windows .............. the pattern is ............... 40” wide x 40” deep ................  (2 are needed)

Underlay (one is needed)
53” to 56” windows .............. the pattern is ............... 7” wide x 18” deep
57” to 60” windows .............. the pattern is ............... 7” wide x 18 1/2” deep
61” to 64” windows .............. the pattern is ............... 7” wide X 19” deep
65” to 68” windows .............. the pattern is ............... 7” wide X 20” deep
69” to 72” windows .............. the pattern is ............... 7” wide X 21” deep
73” to 76” windows .............. the pattern is ............... 7” wide X 22” deep

Same amount of the lining will be needed.    Same amount of the interlining (optional)

TRIMS

Trims and fringes that hang down are not recommended because they do not have room next to the underlay.  A
small cord (1.4 mm), or no larger than 1/4” diameter, can sew into the outside seam.  Cord must be flexible.  Avoid
purchased twisted cord.  Braid or gimp can apply to the bottom edge, but it must be able to curve.

Complete valance without underlay
53” to 56” windows ..............3 Yds
57” to 60” windows ..............3 1/8” Yds
61” to 64” windows ..............3 3/8” Yds
65” to 68” windows ..............3 1/2” Yds                  Tassels are optional.
69” to 72” windows ..............3 5/8” Yds
73” to 76” windows ..............3 7/8” Yds
Underlay ................................. 1/4 Yd

More detail information about yardage is given inside packet.


